Copper Case Collectible

Zippo’s first solid-copper prototype was introduced in 1969 and has made several surprise appearances – and generated widespread demand – ever since. Now, we’re reintroducing this premium fan favorite on an exclusive trial basis.

This limited, pre-production model features a hand-finished, solid-copper case that will eventually develop a unique and luxurious patina. The piece also showcases a first-ever black-coated stainless steel insert and is authenticated with a unique bottom stamp.

2022 Supplement

Packaging

Unless otherwise stated, every Zippo windproof lighter in this catalog is packaged in the giftable standard “one box.” The “one box” is attractive, easy to handle and designed to fit in every Zippo display. Other packaging types are displayed below. Look for the corresponding icon to see which product comes standard with that package style.

One Box*  Zippo Premium*  1941 Replica*

* Fits in every Zippo pocket lighter display.

Specialties & Features

Black Light

For any questions and pricing please contact your Zippo Sales Representative.

Zippo Guarantee

Any Zippo pocket lighter, when returned to our factory, will be put in first-class mechanical condition free of charge, for we have yet to charge a cent for the repair of a Zippo pocket lighter, regardless of age or condition. The finish, however, is not guaranteed. This guarantee gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state. Other Zippo products carry their own specific warranties.

Consumer Disclaimer: Terms and pricing are limited to authorized Zippo Sales distributors and wholesalers only. Unless specified as retail pricing, this information is not intended for consumer use. Because we are constantly improving our products, some items may not look exactly as depicted. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
This pack of wild lighters features realistic, full-coverage replications of some of nature’s boldest fashion statements using our 540 Color process. From sleek and stylish snakeskins to a classic cowhide print, these designs bring exotic flair and timeless charm to any collection.